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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Interpretive Plan summarizes a recommended approach for the reorganization and redesign of the
exhibition galleries at the Pennyroyal Area Museum (PAM) of the Museums of Historic Hopkinsville
Christian County (MHHCC). An initial discovery process, in Summer 2016, solicited staff and stakeholder
input on organizational and interpretive priorities. Subsequent interpretive planning efforts in Fall 2016
focused on formative evaluation to gather input from visitors and the community, a physical
reorganization of the museum lobby (including the museum shop) to help frame the visitor experience,
and the reinstallation of a museum introduction exhibit to focus on the history of the building. Further
interpretive planning discussions and documentation efforts have carried through the Winter and Spring
of 2017 as MHHCC considers its strategic objectives for museum facilities and operations.
Moving forward, MHHCC staff and stakeholders can use this document to identify clear next steps for
exhibition development. It will also serve as the foundation for a Request for Proposal (RFP) process to
solicit design and fabrication quotes for the exhibition hall currently underway (Summer 2017).
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OVERVIEW
PROCESS
Planning began with a series of phone conversations with MHHCC staff to discuss objectives, strategic
initiatives already underway, and to begin collecting materials about the museum: its history,
collections, and programs. An initial visit allowed for an in‐depth Discovery Process to explore the
exhibition space, the narratives currently on display, and to discuss institutional goals with select
MHHCC staff and stakeholders including board members and community partners. This visit resulted in a
findings report to guide further interpretive planning discussions (see detailed results below). A second
visit provided an opportunity to explore the collections in more detail and conduct formative evaluation
with community members about the exhibitions and the stories being told. Throughout the fall, MHHCC
conducted exhibition evaluation with visitors, asking them to indicate which areas of the exhibition they
found most compelling and/or confusing. In early November, we hosted two guided feedback sessions,
using the collective findings of both evaluations to inform recommendations about changes to
exhibition content and flow (see details below). In collaboration with MHHCC staff, we identified short‐
term interpretive and facilities projects to help with visitor orientation and lay the groundwork for
further exhibition redesign and renovation (e.g. lobby displays and signage, kids’ station, natural light).
This final report represents the collective findings and recommendations resulting from these ongoing
collaborations with MHHCC staff, board, and community. It also captures further discussions and
potential questions around ongoing specific facilities, exhibition, and collection issues, including
recommendations for an RFP process to identify and partner with an exhibition design/fabrication firm.

DISCOVERY FINDINGS
The discovery process allowed for the input of a wide range of project stakeholders and community
members to ensure that their voices are included in the planning process. Representing in‐depth
discussions, independent exploration and research, and follow‐up conversations, the following
outcomes are intended to build consensus among stakeholders around interpretive priorities. These
priorities will continue to drive the process as we move further into exhibition planning and
development.
As part of each individual stakeholder conversation, we asked people several questions:
1) What was the museum doing well? (Strengths)
2) What could the museum do better? (Areas for Growth)
3) What are your aspirations for the museum? (Strategic Objectives)
4) What were the most important stories that needed to be told by the museum? If you had a
friend from out of town visit the museum, what one or two things would you want them to take
away from that visits? (Interpretive Priorities)
5) Who are the museum’s target audiences? (current and new) (Target Audiences)

Strengths
Programming, programming, programming
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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Consensus was universal that MHHCC’s biggest strength right now is its programmatic offerings
in the community. The irony here is that much of this work is done offsite so the museum
proper doesn’t reap the benefits of an engaged audience.
Goal: Create a welcoming and flexible space that can host more programming events locally
(museum & other organizations)
Leadership & Staff
Another universal refrain was praise for the MHHCC’s current leadership, both for the passion
and commitment displayed by staff, and the strategic vision that has made community
engagement and modernization a priority for the museum. One caveat here was a concern for
possible burnout or loss of progress should there be any change in leadership before plans are
well cemented.
Goal: Ensure ample resources so staff feels supported. Set realistic goals so staff and leadership
are set‐up for success. Invest in continued strategic planning documentation to secure a clear
roadmap for future growth.
Board Investment
Diverse stakeholders spoke of the remarkable investment and commitment of the board to not
only day‐to‐day operational oversight of the museum but also its long‐term success. There are
plenty of diverse opinions about what this might look like but the interest in seeing growth and
forward momentum is genuine. As the museum continues to formalize its strategies, policies,
and processes, it is expected that this work will influence the board, its structure, and its role.
Goal: Continue to recruit strong local talent to serve on the board with an eye towards new
strategic initiatives & material needs.

Areas for Growth
Most of these issues are already well known and documented.
Local Awareness
Sadly, many local residents are not aware of the museum’s existence. They may hold vague
memories from visiting as a child but it’s nowhere on their radar of Hopkinsville’s current
cultural landscape. Some of this is tied to the physical museum environment but this also
reflects investment, or lack thereof, by the museum and local government to build up its profile
with local residents.
Diversity & Community Representation
The museum, its exhibits, and its programs do not fully represent the histories or lived
experiences of the full community, in particular those of communities of color. As a result, the
members of these underserved and underrepresented communities may feel that the museum
isn’t for them. Intentional efforts must be made to build relationships and partnerships within
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those communities to bring them into the interpretive planning process and ensure that they
are being heard and valued, and that the stories being told are ones of interest to the diverse
population of Hopkinsville and Christian County. The oral history project is one example of work
already underway that will help to address this issue. In addition, an advisory panel of
community members should be created to help identify opportunities and develop exhibits and
programs that will celebrate the region’s diverse history.
Building
The museum’s current home is uniquely suited for its purpose—the entrance lobby creates a
bright and welcoming space with ample room for a small store and introductory exhibits and the
exhibition gallery is a generous space that has immense potential. Despite the costs (and
concerns) associated with building repair and maintenance, it would seem like a worthwhile
investment given the historic nature of the building and the space it affords (exhibition &
storage). As part of this interpretive planning, we will work to identify changes that might be
made in the short term to help revitalize the exhibition hall with minimal investment while work
continues to secure funds for some of the larger infrastructure projects.
Storage
Currently the museum boasts quite a bit of storage but the building’s quirky layout and
infrastructure issues present definite challenges in terms of being able to maximize its use. The
basement presents an envious amount of storage space, but flooding and lack of freight access
via a ramp or elevator limits its use as a functional space for exhibition fabrication or for large
object storage (beyond what can be carried up or down the stairs). Even with these issues, there
is potential to invest in maximizing storage downstairs in an effort to consolidate materials that
are scattered throughout ancillary spaces on the first and second floors. In addition, as
consideration is given to plans for the building, I would recommend serious consideration be
given to a trap door and freight lift or modified side entrance to allow this space to become
more functional.
Exhibition Gallery
Last but certainly not least is the exhibition gallery and the limitations of that current space that
we hope to address as we move forward with interpretive planning.
Lighting: The gallery is very dark which makes it feel heavy and not particularly inviting.
Investing in a new track lighting system will provide a flexible lighting solution that can
grow with a new and improved exhibition and programming space.
Wall‐color: The dark grey wall color contributes to a feeling of heaviness in the
exhibition hall; lightening the color from the floor to at least half‐way up the wall would
help brighten the room and amplify whatever light is in the space.
Carpeting: The dark grey carpeting also contributes to the darkness of the exhibit hall. It
does help to mute sound but may not be the best solution moving forward. It would be
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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worth investigating the quality of the wood floor beneath to determine what flooring
solution might be best moving forward.
Windows: The exhibition hall boasts large windows along both sides of the gallery and
above but at present they are blacked out, eliminating any natural light within the
space. Although there are valid concerns about protecting the collection from light
damage, there are ways to open some of the windows while limiting potential issues.
This should be explored further as part of the building assessment.
[Update: Some windows have been opened to allow for natural light]
Focus: The space contains an overwhelming number of objects (grandmother’s attic)
which makes it difficult to know where to focus attention. Exhibit elements are
competing with one another rather than helping visitors navigate the space.
Reorganizing the exhibition flow and narrative will help define the space and improve
overall visitor experience.
Polish: The exhibit displays make use of materials that have been collected and cobbled
together over the past several decades. This can make the exhibition feel disjointed at
times. Any new installation should attempt to make use of these assets where possible
but balance them with display elements that create a sense of visual cohesion.

Strategic Objectives
Stakeholders identified the following strategic goals as being important to the future success of MHHCC:











Help local residents feel a sense of pride in Hopkinsville.
Create a space that is representational of and resonates with full spectrum of local community.
Serve as an educational resource for local schools and students.
Provide a historical & cultural anchor for the city.
Build partnerships with local businesses and cultural organizations.
Grow audience base by extending museum’s reach into the county and beyond.
Focus on both the stories people want to hear and those they need to hear.
Engage & educate visitors while allowing them to have an enjoyable time (exhibits, programs).
Integrate more contemporary methods of exhibition and learning (interactives, technology).
Foster a welcoming and children‐friendly environment for families.

Interpretive Priorities

“We want to remind people of their place in this world.”
Stakeholders identified the following interpretive priorities for the museum exhibition.
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1. Edgar Cayce*
2. Agriculture – Tobacco
a. Night Riders
3. Major change
a. Railway
b. Fort Campbell / Military
4. Black history
a. Slavery
b. Segregation
*Although Edgar Cayce was mentioned most frequently and overall given higher priority than
other more universal themes & stories, it appears that this may be due to a pre‐existing
emphasis on his notoriety and primacy within the current exhibition. It is generally understood
that his story, although important, exists somewhat outside of the historic core of Hopkinsville‐
Christian County.
Furthermore, stakeholders indicated interest in focusing on key objectives as we continue to move
forward with interpretive planning:
Diversity
The revised exhibition should more fully represent the diverse experiences and histories of the
residents of Hopkinsville and Christian County and strides should be made to identify members
of underserved and underrepresented communities to ensure that their stories are being told
authentically.
Uniqueness & Universalism
The overall exhibition narrative should highlight the history of Hopkinsville and Christian County
as not only unique in terms of the people, places, and events that have influenced its past and
future, but also universal in terms of the connections to broader historic themes and lessons to
be learned.
Elements of Surprise
Exhibits should strive to create “A‐hah!” moments for visitors that help them reframe their
understanding of the history of Hopkinsville and forge personal connections with the
personalities and events of the past.

Target Audiences
Stakeholders identified the following audience priorities for the museum.
1. Local
a. Residents
b. Families
c. Students
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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This audience is recognized as being critical to the future success of MHHCC. Currently served
predominantly by museum programming, this audience group does not currently see the
museum and its exhibitions as a strong draw for leisure time and dollars. Most critically, the
museum’s exhibition content does not currently align with curricular standards making it
difficult to attract students and school groups. Efforts to align content will increase the
museum’s value as an educational resource for teachers and could lead to being a local anchor
for local and national history stories (e.g. National History Day).
2. Diverse
a. African American
b. Latino
c. Native
d. Other? Amish?
This audience has been underserved by MHHCC for most of its history. Efforts to rethink
exhibition narratives, museum programming, and outreach efforts are focused on the inclusion
of a diverse range of local perspectives and lived experiences, increasing the museum’s
relevance to these communities.
3. Regional
a. Neighboring towns
b. Fort Campbell
As a regional hub with a re‐invigorated downtown, Hopkinsville remains a draw for neighboring
towns and for soldiers and families stationed at Fort Campbell. The benefits of an overall
improved visitor experience for local residents will extend to regional audiences as well.
4. Tourists
a. Edgar Cayce enthusiasts
b. Former residents (childhood; relatives)
c. Passing through
Currently Tourists make up a significant share of museum visitors; looking for information about
the region, revisiting memories from their own past; or seeking out the childhood home of
Edgar Cayce. Although there is potential for growth in these audiences, the focus for increased
reach is clearly focused on local and regional audiences.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION
To more fully understand which sections of the current exhibition resonated the most (and least) with
audiences, we conducted formative evaluation to guide our planning and decision‐making processes.
Findings both confirmed many of the interpretive priorities and strategic objectives identified during
discovery and helped to define goals for interpretive narratives as the development process continues.
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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Visitor Participation
As part of an exhibition evaluation process, visitors were given a blank tag and asked to leave it
anywhere in the exhibition with a short, written note about why it was left in that particular spot. Tags
could mark something that visitors found particularly compelling, something that they found confusing,
or perhaps even upsetting.
Top Takeaways:
Narratives that resonated most with visitors were those that were personally relevant (tobacco,
Cayce, Wall of Honor) and those that piqued curiosity for deeper understanding of local history
(Trail of Tears, black history). Interestingly, the areas marked by visitors align closely with the
interpretive priorities identified during the Discovery Process. Although Military/Wall of Honor
and Trail of Tears were not necessarily identified as interpretive priorities by MHHCC
stakeholders, they do align with the strategic objectives outlined above.
Summary of Findings:
The top five (5) areas of the exhibition that inspired the greatest response were:
‐ Tobacco/Agriculture
‐ Edgar Cayce
‐ Military/Wall of Honor
‐ Trail of Tears
‐ Black History
See Appendix A for compiled results.

Community Participation
We hosted two small group discussions with members of the community who were familiar with the
museum to varying degrees. As part of this discussion we facilitated two activities: Compose a Classified
Ad and Tell Us a Story.
Top Takeaways:
Across both activities visitors were drawn to objects that had strong visual appeal and helped
to tell a compelling story—stories grounded in memories of growing up in this region
(nostalgia), curiosity about events from local history (curiosity), and honor for the legacy of the
people, places, and industry that built the city and surrounding community
(legacy/significance). The objects selected are telling for how we understand the motivations of
our audience and which stories they are apt to find most compelling.
Compose a Classified Ad
We asked participants to collaborate on creating advertisements for the Pennyroyal Area Museum and
then selecting exhibits that they felt best represented the sentiments expressed in the ad.
Summary of Findings:
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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‐
‐
‐
‐

Common themes included community, collective history, rich & diverse stories, legacy and
influence of people and places.
Language centered around the ideas of exploration, discovery, experience,
traveling/transporting (back in time), adventure, and storytelling.
The museum was thought of as a place to welcome both longtime residents and recent
transplants; for young and old.
Anchor Objects (grouped loosely by rationale)
o Legacy/Significance: Which objects/stories help tell the central stories of
Hopkinsville?
 Wall of Heroes
 Tobacco Agriculture Display (2)
 Tobacco Wars / Night Rider Mask (2)
 Aaron McNeil House
 Edgar Cayce photos
o Curiosity: Which objects prompt questions or help challenge assumptions?
 Trail of Tears carving
 The Freak
 Milk Dump
 Cigar Tray
o Nostalgia: Which objects help connect us viscerally to our collective history?
 Carnival Horse
 Tin Barn

Tell Us a Story
We asked participants to select an object on display that they felt a strong connection to and then
compose a short story around that object (literal, fictional, etc.)
Summary of Findings:
‐ Anchor Objects
o Legacy/Significance
 Trail of Tears carving (2)
 Wall of Honor
 Cayce Bible
 General Order No 17
o Nostalgia
 Adler Organ
 Stereopticon
 Wooden casket
o Curiosity
 Egyptian Bust (Cayce)
 Post Office Column Mold (2)
 Hotel Latham cash register
 Military Display
 Jerry (ventriloquist dummy)*
*Jerry was also identified as being “creepy” by some stakeholders and evaluation participants.
He has since been removed from the main exhibit floor and will be handled as part of the Local
Notables exhibit space in rotation with other local personalities.
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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See Appendix B for compiled results.

Board Participation
As stewards of the museum and its collection, we asked board members to spend time on the exhibition
floor reflecting on which exhibit elements seemed most critical to the telling of the Hopkinsville story.
Top Takeaways:
Similar to feedback received from the community groups, anchor objects were identified based
on their significance to Hopkinsville history or the legacy of its people and industry. Nostalgia
also registered as a consideration for which objects seemed to resonate most for participants.
There was consensus around the need to further reduce the circus display (to be folded into
local collectors), and the pianos in particular due to their size (move to storage).
Summary of Findings:
‐ Anchor Objects
o Legacy/Significance
 Cayce (camera, reading, grandfather’s Bible, full display) (4)
 Black History (Attucks HS photo, full display) (3)
 Night Rider mask / Tobacco War (2)
 Tobacco / Agriculture (2)
o Nostalgia
 Mechanical Horse
‐ Remove/Reduce
o Circus collection (how does it tell the story of Hopkinsville?) (3)
o Pianos (precious floorspace) (2)
o Ventriloquist
o Paper Cutter / Stereopticon
See Appendix C for compiled results.
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INTERPRETIVE PLAN
THE BIG IDEA:
The “big idea” serves as the unifying theme of the exhibition.

Hopkinsville sits at the intersec on of U.S. history in remarkable ways: unique in
terms of the people, places, and events that have shaped its past and future, and
universal in terms of the deep connec ons to broader historic themes, narra ves,
and lessons.

INTERPRETIVE THEMES:
Interpretive themes define key concepts that weave their way through an exhibition narrative and
anchor our understanding of how the history of a place is shaped and interpreted by its inhabitants. The
following themes were defined in collaboration with MHHCC staff and stakeholders through discussion
and a synthesis of the objects and stories that resonated most deeply with those that participated in this
interpretive planning process.

A History Defined by Place – Geography and Industry
The history of Hopkinsville is written in the land. Long before tobacco left its mark, glaciers carved the
landscape, leaving earthen features that would in time come to define the region and historical events.
The rich soil first supported Native populations. Later, Revolutionary War veterans and pioneers looking
to push west into the frontier settled here. Eventually, Native peoples from the region and further east
were forcibly removed by the US government to the Indian Territories with their Trail of Tears winding
through Hopkinsville, the final burial place of two Cherokee Chiefs. As the area developed, in northern
parts of the county smaller family farms dotted a rockier landscape. Southern sections featured
expansive plantations that found need for larger labor forces, contributing to the rise of slavery. And, in
time, splitting the county in two during the Civil War. Industrialization and the introduction of the
railway connected a once remote outpost into a major hub for agricultural trade a tradition that
continues to this day albeit in a shifting economy that sees a decline in the once cash crop of tobacco.
How do these shifting fault lines of place impact the way we understand and relate to Hopkinsville and
its stories?

A Region Defined by Race – Slavery, Segregation, Diversity of Experience
From slavery to segregation to civil rights and beyond, the experience of the black community in
Hopkinsville is one steeped in tradition and perseverance; one to be honored and celebrated in equal
measure to the experiences of white residents. The current exhibition does not fully represent the
diversity of experience of Hopkinsville residents and those from the surrounding region. Moving
forward, “Black History” should not be a confined to a singular display within the historical narrative but
rather integrated throughout as a way of building cultural competence and empathy. Rather than
minimizing this narrative thread, we recommend bringing it to the fore as a compelling way of
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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recognizing, valuing, and understanding the unique histories and experiences of your diverse audiences.
From historic sites like Monticello to history museums like the National Museum of African American
History and Culture, the embrace and cultivation of those narratives that have until recently been
sidelined or minimized have resulted in rich opportunities for engagement and audience development.
Note: This presents an opportunity for new partnerships and funding sources—the development of
inclusive narratives and subsequent exhibit and program design are being supported financially as
current best practice.

A Community Defined by People – Life in Hopkinsville
The personalities that have made Hopkinsville their home weave a rich tapestry depicting a range of
stories from the incredible (Edgar Cayce) and bizarre (Kelly Green Men), to the trailblazers (bell hooks)
and change makers (Edward Breathitt). Leveraging these stories and the diverse experiences of those
that have lived and worked here help to make key events (local, regional, national) more accessible and
impactful. First person accounts in the form of oral histories, portraits of service men and women,
photographs and artifacts that capture a moment in time—these are all materials at our disposal for the
telling of these compelling stories that in turn enrich our understanding of Hopkinsville and Christian
County.

EXHIBITION OUTLINE:
The following represents an overview of a proposed interpretive structure & flow for the exhibition
space based on initial interviews with stakeholders, a thorough walk‐thru of the exhibition hall, a review
of museum collections, and a handful of local field trips. The approach outlined here promotes a
chronological sequencing of stories to help visitors orient themselves and gain a fuller understanding of
how the local history of Hopkinsville fits in with national themes and trends. By contextualizing stories
with broader subject matter, it creates a space that can be aligned with state and national standards,
making it a valuable resource for local schools and students. Developing a core narrative framework will
also allow the museum to highlight some of the more celebrated stories in a way that anchors them
locally but allows them to live outside of the primary exhibition narrative.
See Appendix D for a bubble diagram floorplan of the exhibition.
Please note: All section titles should be considered a jumping off point for further editorial discussion.

PRIMARY
Hopkinsville History (chronological)

MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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1.0) Introduction‐ The Land:
The introduction focuses on the
geography/geology of the local
region, what makes it a unique
space within Kentucky, and how
it foreshadowed many of the
events that would shape the city
and the county.
o Hills vs. Plains (geology of
region)
o Pilot Rock
o Why here?
2.0) Native Peoples:
This section focuses on the proud
nations that lived in this region
prior to settlement by Europeans
and the legacy of the Trail of
Tears which passed directly in
front of where the museum now
stands. Although the Trail of
Tears section of this story is
slightly out of chronological
sequence it will be important to
connect these narratives and
show them in juxtaposition to the
settlement story.
o Who was here before?
o Relationship with the Land
o Trail of Tears (1838)
 Carving(s)
 Artist Story
o Contemporary Connections
(Annual Pow‐wow)

Potential objects: KY‐shaped stone; Map of Christian County

(Sample of artifacts from Trail of Tears Interpretive Center)

Potential objects: Trail of Tears carving; Other carvings; Artist video
[MHHCC collections for native materials are limited and may benefit
from a loan arrangement with either the Trail of Tears Interpretive
Center or other KY Historical Associations.]

Potential partnership w/ Trail of
Tears Interpretive Center

MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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3.0) Settlers & Settlement:
As Settlers moved west after the
Revolutionary War, many came
from Virginia and further south,
bringing the practices of tobacco
farming and slavery with them.
This section introduces the
intersection of several narratives:
settlement by Europeans,
displacement of Native nations,
introduction of Agricultural
practices, including slavery and
tobacco.
o Revolutionary War soldiers
o Plots of land
o Founding of Hopkinsville

Potential objects: Large weaving loom; material collections from
Frontier room
Potential interactives: butter churn; weaving (cloth, basket); broom

Note: this section intersects with
Craft Culture displays whose
roots can be traced back to the
settler communities in the region.
Some contemporary communities
including the Mennonite & Amish
continue to keep many of these
practices alive today.
Note: There is opportunity here to
make use of vertical height for
quilt displays.
4.0) Agriculture:
Agriculture has been and remains
the economic engine of the
region, connecting the people
with the rich soil and traditions of
deep and recent past. These
stories intersect with those of
settlement, slavery, industry, and
economic upheaval &
realignment.
o Tobacco
o Corn
o Wheat
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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Note: There is opportunity here to
make use of vertical height for
tobacco display.
5.0) Slavery:
This section challenges MHHCC
to honestly address the stories of
enslaved peoples and their lived
experience and legacy in the
region. Its narratives intersect
with those of Settlement,
Agriculture, the Civil War, and
Industry (~1800s)
o Slavery

Potential objects: WPA narratives w/ former slaves; photographs
Potential interactives: Listening station for oral histories (original or
recorded from transcript)
[MHHCC collections for slavery‐based materials are limited and may
benefit from work with a subject matter specialist to review the
collection or determine appropriate loan opportunities with other
KY historical associations.]

Bring African American
community into development
process for these narratives
6.0) A Country and County
Divided (Civil War):
It is said that the Civil War pitted
families against one another.
Nowhere was that more true
than Hopkinsville, which sat on
the fault line between North and
South. The shifting warfront had
a huge impact on Hopkinsville
and its residents.
o Birthplace of Jefferson
Davis
Potential partnership with
Jefferson Davis State
Historic Site
o North/South divide (United
we stand; divided we fall)
o Oath of Allegiance
o Anecdotal: Courthouse
 burned by confederacy
because black soldiers
were being mustered
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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Bring African American
community into development
process for these narratives
7.0) Trade & Industry (~1800s):
This section is bookended by
massive change: The war and the
introduction of the railroad on
one end, and the advent of
agriculture monopolies and
violent backlash on the other.
o Railroad (1868)
o Industry – Mills
o Post‐war investment &
boom
 John C. Latham, Jr.
 Confederate Gold?
o Monopolies & Rebellion
 Night Riders (1907)
o Intimidation & Oppression
 Separate but Equal
 Racial violence
 Klan? (Reflect dif.
points of view w/in
community)

Potential objects: Train route map; photographs; Night Rider
artifacts; Klan‐related artifacts

Bring African American
community into development
process for these narratives
8.0) Trade & Industry (~1900s)
This section focuses on changes
to the local economy and
communities in the wake of the
Tobacco Wars (1911) and the
introduction of Fort Campbell
(1940s). It serves as a bridge to
the Segregation & Civil Rights Era
and should highlight the vibrant
lives of communities on both
sides of the racial divide.
o Hotel Latham & Fire (1940)
o Fort Campbell (1940s)
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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o

 German POW camp
Potential partnership with
Fort Campbell Museum
Jim Crow

9.0) Segregation & Civil Rights
Era
This section explores the rich and
diverse cultures that took root in
Hopkinsville and the massive
social change of the Civil Rights
era.
o Oral Histories
o Chitlin’ Circuit
o School Identity
o Doctor Brooks
o Governor Breathitt
o Local Sit‐ins

[MHHCC collections for Fort Campbell materials are limited and may
benefit from a loan arrangement with either the Fort Campbell
Museum or other KY Historical Associations.]

Potential objects: artifacts on display as part of the Black History
section; photographs; oral histories
Potential interactives: Listening station for oral histories; Digital
yearbooks for the local High Schools

Bring African American
community into development
process for these narratives
10.0) Hoptown Yesterday &
Today:
This section focuses on the
nostalgic history of growing up
locally and presents an
opportunity to integrate some of
the more colorful legends from
the region.
o Local Lore (Kelly Green
Men, Bell Witch)
o Culture (Alhambra)
Ongoing programming
partnership with Alhambra
o Commerce
(Ebonite/Bowling)
Potential Partnership with
Ebonite for Mini‐Bowling
Alley; potential science
content (physics)
MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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o

Contemporary Issues and
Leaders (current
programming)

Note: There is opportunity here to
make use of vertical height for
Kelly Green Men display (replica
UFO).

SECONDARY
Capsule Collections
Edgar Cayce
Telling the story of Edgar Caye,
his upbringing in Hopkinsville,
and his life beyond KY
o Family life
o Sleeping prophet
o Work (Photographer)
o Friendships
 Tesla
 Edison
Note: available space TBD per
facilities upgrade

Potential objects: artifacts currently on display within the Cayce
exhibit
Potential interactives: Cayce reading takeaways; Game of Pit (w/in
family exhibit?)

Wall of Honor
Celebrating the legacy of service
by regional residents
o Portrait Gallery
Framed photos, digital
interactive
o Legacy of Service
Fort Campbell, Homefront
Note: available space TBD per
facilities upgrade

MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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Wall of Honor exhibit
Potential interactives: Portrait and story facebook (binder, or
digial)
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TERTIARY
Other Highlights
The Post Office (lobby)
Telling the story of the museum’s
largest artifact, the building itself
c. 1915
o Focus on the building
(1914)
 architecture
 PO artifacts
o Conversion to museum
(1970s)
What’s in a Name? (lobby)
Defining the names that define
the place; Serves as a way of
orienting visitors who may not be
familiar with local families and
places
o Hopkins
o Latham
o Pennyroyal
o Etc.
Local Notables
Integrate with Hoptown
Yesterday and Today
o Portraits (rotating)
o Nostalgia (Mechanical
Horse)
o Temporary featured
individuals
o Temporary featured
collections
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Crafts Culture
Integrate with Settlement &
Agriculture; supplemented with
programming (Amish, African
American, Other)
o Crafts Traditions
o Quilts (annual event)
Then & Now
o Annual Fundraiser
o Strong opportunity for
social media tie‐ins
(weekly posts tied to
recent events,
anniversaries, etc.)
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VISITOR EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW
“The early se lers li le dreamed that if eastern
Kentucky was good and central Kentucky was be er,
there was yet another part of Kentucky that was
best of all. That land became Chris an County.”
Visitors park in the lot or on the street and approach the building. A
large outdoor banner marks the museum entrance. Possible
exterior landscaping in partnership with a local plant nursery creates
a warm and inviting atmosphere.
Upon entering, a staff member welcomes their guests who pay their
admission fee and are invited to explore the lobby displays, exhibition
hall, and recently updated museum shop.
In the lobby, visitors are introduced to the Post Office building that
now houses the museum and presented with some context for what
Hopkinsville was like when the building was first constructed. Visitors
are also introduced to some of the local terms and family names that
feature prominently in the history of Hopkinsville and Christian
County.
Entering into the gallery, visitors scan the floor to easily orient
themselves. To the left, a small section is programmed for children
with a place to sit, simple activities, and nearby the washroom and
water fountain. Ahead of them, a large introductory panel provides a clear introduction and helps guide
visitors to the left to begin their exploration.
As visitors progress, they move through the exhibition chronologically with each section featuring
signage that presents a cohesive narrative and highlights key
events, people, and developments from that period.
Weaving their way through the exhibition floor, visitors
explore themes of settlement, displacement, conflict,
agriculture, industry, civil rights, and community through the
stories of the people who made Hopkinsville their home and
the events that helped shaped it.
At the rear of the exhibition hall, visitors encounter the story
of Edgar Cayce, The Sleeping Prophet—an anchor exhibition
that falls outside of the historical narrative.
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As visitors make their final turn out of the main exhibition, they approach a portrait gallery of local
notables. Included in this display are a rotating series of temporary exhibits highlighting the work or
collections from local community members. The Wall of Honor pays tribute to those from the area who
have served in the armed forces and reflect the role that Fort Campbell has played in the region.

EXHIBITION DISPLAY:
In addition to revising the interpretive approach, we recommend a few simple steps to move the
museum towards a more cohesive exhibition design.

Consistent Visual Language
By painting all walls and display cabinetry the same
neutral color (white/beige or similar) it will help to
lighten the exhibition hall, create a blank canvas
upon which to work, and highlight signage and
objects to best effect. Consider using muslin as a
relatively inexpensive material to line display
cabinets for consistent look and feel.

Graphic Anchors
To help visitors orient themselves within each
section and/or display, try to identify an anchor image that helps to convey the time period, event, or
place that you are interpreting within that area. Then punctuate the display with smaller visual vignettes
of grouped images or objects. By repeating this structure, visitors quickly learn where to focus their
attention in each area and are more easily able to absorb key interpretive messages. Example:
Reimagined Post Office Display

Curated Artifacts
As part of the interpretive planning process MHHCC staff was tasked with reviewing the artifacts
currently on display as well as those collections currently in storage to determine which hold the
greatest potential for telling the story of Hopkinsville. Wherever possible, photographs and objects
should be pared down and grouped based on their capacity for clear and powerful storytelling. How
does X object help me tell Y story, and what kind of connection does it help us create for our visitors?

Storytelling Vignettes
MHHCC’s existing display cases and temporary walls provide a wide selection of materials to experiment
with throughout the space. By combining and configuring them in new ways, MHHCC can maximize the
amount of wall and floor space available for exhibition. Furthermore, they can break up their storytelling
into pockets that concisely convey the critical messages associated with a given event or period.
Creating space in between vignettes will also help people orient themselves within the exhibition space.
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Ex. Potenttial display caase configurattions:

Front View
w:
Side‐by‐siide display. Good for
complemeentary materrials. Side
of Case 1 (see arrow) id
deal
location for
fo contextuall
informatio
on panel tied
d to Case 2.

Ex. Tobaccco Wars

Rear view:
Use Rear of cases
c
to displlay
signage and//or graphics ((photos,
maps, docum
ments). The n ook
created by th
he staggeredd case
placement provides
p
goodd display
space for objjects paired w
with
signage and photographss,
creating a sm
mall story vignnette.
Ex. Trail of Tears
T

w:
Alternate view
Sttaggering casees back‐to‐ba
ack
creeates the abiility to pair a
dissplay case wiith larger objeects
annd wall signag
ge associated
d with
thhat story.

Exx. Civil War

Signage
To help viisitors move successfully
s
through the exhibition spa ce and come away with a greater
appreciation for the brreadth and de
epth of historry on display, clear and consistent signaage should bee
used thro
oughout the exhibition
e
halll. This include
es developingg a clear exhib
bition narrativve and pairing
that with a consistent graphic treatment (colors,, fonts, type ssize, materials, etc.) Creatiing a style guide
to help standardize the
e design of grraphics and te
ext panels willl help create a stronger viisitor experience
as people are able to quickly
q
orient themselves within
w
each nnew section.
Introducttion
The introd
duction panel is your oppo
ortunity to graab
the visitorr’s attention and
a orient them to the spaace.
Title text should be larrge and legible from the
entrance from the lobb
by. In this casse, we recommend
that the in
ntroduction be
b paired with
h the openingg
piece of the exhibition narrative—TThe Land. A single
anchor ob
bject (Kentuckky rock) grounds the storyy in
the geology of this region. A couple
e of map graphics
(one geological, one ge
eographic) pu
ulled from the
e
collection
n (digitized arttifacts) groun
nd the story in
n the
MHHCC In
nterpretive Pllan
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evolution of Hopkinsville. A map of the exhibition space helps visitors understand where they are and
what to expect as they move through the sequenced displays.
Exhibit Sections
As an alternative to the overhead signs currently in use, we
recommend the introduction of retractable banner signs to
be placed at or near the beginning of each new narrative
section within the exhibition. These signs create large,
vertical, graphic anchors that punctuate the space and again
assist with wayfinding throughout the exhibition. Similar to
the introductory sign, header text should be large and
clearly legible from up to 20 feet away. Concise language
should introduce the key themes, events, or people
highlighted in that section, providing context for the objects
and artifacts on display. Ideally, if an individual only read
these headers and short paragraphs, they would come away
with a clear understanding of your main interpretive
messages. An additional benefit to the use of these banners
is their portability; allowing MHHCC staff to take signage and
teaching objects to programs in the community or at local schools.
Other Signage & Display Labels
MHHCC’s current method of paper mounted on foam core is
a clean and cost effective way of creating custom signage
and display labels. It allows for experimentation and updates
as you begin to identify your key interpretive messages and
develop your exhibition narrative. One possible addition to
consider is the use of acrylic slot blocks which can be
purchased in various sizes. It represents a simple and clean
way to mount signage and labels within display cases either
in front of or behind exhibit objects.
(http://www.displays2go.com/P‐22157/Acrylic‐Square‐Business‐Card‐Holder‐with‐Slotted‐Base)

Interpretive Script Development
Consider partnering with an individual or organization in the Hopkinsville area with expertise in the
history and experience of the African American community. Sharing authority in the crafting of your new
exhibition script will facilitate stakeholder buy‐in from underrepresented communities and enrich your
overall storytelling capacity by drawing in new points of view.

Prototype / Iterative Design
MHHCC has a unique opportunity to begin the process of reorganizing the exhibition floor with minimal
investment in materials to start. By working with the materials already on hand (temporary walls,
display cases, etc.), staff can prototype new displays and test the proposed interpretive sequencing to
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make sure it makes sense to visitors. Work can be completed on a rolling basis with each new
section/zone building on feedback received and lessons learned.

Exhibition Design & Fabrication
Using this document as a foundation for the general outline and design direction for the new exhibition
space, MHHCC should engage a short list of regional design firms in a Request for Proposal (RFP) process
for the design and fabrication of new exhibition cabinetry, mounts, and signage. This work would ideally
be completed in parallel with the architectural/facilities upgrades slated for 2017/2018. Architectural
work would focus on gallery work including flooring, lighting, walls, and windows. Exhibition work would
focus on visual narratives, display cabinetry & materials, and potential interactives.

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
Pioneer Room
The contents of the current Pioneer Room should be integrated into the main exhibition. This space
might be better used as office and/or storage. It could serve as the ED’s office, with ample additional
room for a small conference table and office storage for admin, exhibits, or program materials.

Postmaster’s Office
This space could be reconsidered as a primary location for educational programming. By shifting its use
to public space, this also frees up the bathroom for use by all staff and museum visitors. It could also
serve as the workspace for an education staff member.

Postal Savings Office
This space serves as front office and workspace for exhibits and collections. The space must be assessed
to maximize for two individual desks and workspaces with ample room for material storage. The open
cage windows offer a unique opportunity for visitors to see what the team is working on at any given
time and could be handled as an exhibit in its own right – helping to give audiences a bit of a behind the
scenes look at the work of MHHCC.

Train Display
Although a playful feature for the holidays, this particular display does not align with the interpretive
goals defined during this process. The square footage currently allotted would likely be better allocated
to the historical narrative. MHHCC might consider moving the train to the transportation museum or
remounting the train tracks on a modular display that could be more easily stored in the basement and
temporary display between Thanksgiving and New Years as a holiday feature, paired with programming.
UPDATE: The train display has been relocated to the transportation museum.

Lafayette, KY Post Office
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The Post Office presents a unique challenge due to
its size and its uniquely appropriate placement in a
space that would otherwise be awkward to
program. We recommend leaving the post office in
place but activating it as part of the children’s
exhibit space. Removing the door will allow people
to freely move in and out of the “post office”
without risk of damaging the door. Adding a piece
of plexiglass to the top of the post office shelf will
protect the surface from visitors. Adding small
pieces of plexiglass to the rear of a select number
of letter slots will allow the exhibit to function as
both a historical display and an interactive space
for children to “play” post office. A mail sorting exercise similar to that currently used with the
standalone sorting desk can be added. Trunks and crates may be redistributed to other sections of the
exhibition, or used here for simple period costumes from the region. To clearly identify this installation
as part of the children’s section rather than the Native American history section on the other side of the
drinking fountain, we recommend using different flooring treatment to keep the post office grouped
visually with the other elements of the children’s section.
UPDATE: The LaFayette post office has been converted into an interactive space for younger visitors.

Community Curation
The front of the building (grounds and building ledge) present an opportunity for MHHCC to develop
displays that celebrate local communities and serve as a warm invitation to come inside and engage
with the museum personally. Working directly with community groups, classrooms, businesses, and
artists, projects could include landscaping, sculptures, banners, even performances, or any combination
of these. A rotating series of community‐curated and ‐created project could help turn the imposing
threshold experience into one that is more engaging and welcoming.
UPDATE: MHHCC is currently creating a new banner to hang out front that celebrates the many facets of
Hopkinsville and the stories told by the museum. This work is being done internally with volunteers but
has potential to grow.

Mini Bowling Alley
One of the exciting ideas presented by MHHCC staff
during this process was the possible addition of a
bowling alley in the museum to create a playful
interactive that ties in with local Hopkinsville
industry, specifically Ebonite. Although the main
exhibition hall is not long enough for a full‐scale
bowling alley, a smaller version could be developed,
ideally in partnership with Ebonite, as a way of
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highlighting this unique facet of the city AND as a way of introducing science content into the museum.
The folks at Ebonite already have interactive programming that could be ideal for this space.

Local Notables
The temporary displays in this section could also be turned over to community groups (classrooms,
students, or individuals) to curate a small exhibition around a given theme. This could be done on an
annual basis in partnership with a local school or MHHCC could solicit proposals from the community for
guest curators.

Teaching Objects
Identify objects from the collection that can be used with the public to illustrate specific time periods,
events, themes. Objects should be in good enough condition that they can be handled (gently, with
supervision) by students or members of the public (e.g. tin tobacco sheds, high school yearbooks).
Paired with portable, retractable signs from the exhibition, teaching objects can travel to classrooms or
community events as part of outreach programming.

Collections Management
An ongoing part of MHHCC’s strategic work has been assessing their collection and moving towards a
more formalized management process. With the hiring of a new employee to oversee registrar
functions, MHHCC is poised to begin an overhaul of their collection and storage facilities. Key to this
success is improving overall collection organization and storage systems (in particular in cellar storage)
as well as developing a robust set of metadata standards for collection records to support searches and
any future digitization efforts.
UPDATE: MHHCC has hired a new Director of Collections who has launched a collections audit and
registration upgrades.

Accession Plan for Historical Society Collection [critical need]
Something that was identified early in the discovery process was the need for a clear succession plan for
the work of William Turner and the collections currently housed at the Christian County Historical
Society. This is critical for MHHCC as it moves forward with strategic planning on multiple fronts:
interpretation, collections management, facilities maintenance and upgrades.

Loading Dock & Storage [critical need]
Building on the issues identified during Discovery, access to the main storage area from the loading dock
remains a significant hurdle for maximizing the potential of the museum exhibition space. If at all
possible, MHHCC should investigate the possibility of installing a trap door and/or a freight lift in the
back receiving dock to allow for large exhibit objects to be moved up and down from storage to the
exhibition hall.

Bathrooms & Gallery Space
The addition of bathrooms to the museum will impact the overall amount of square footage available
for exhibitions. Possible options for modifying the current interpretive plan include:
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1) Reduce the overall footprint for the Wall of Honor: The visual impact of the current portrait wall
should be maintained as much as possible, but its location can be shifted and tightened up.
Furthermore, by digitizing many of the portraits, the wall can be supplemented by a simple iPad
interactive that allows people to browse the images and stories of those from the area that have
served over the years.
2) Relocate Edgar Cayce exhibit to Pioneer Room: As a stand alone exhibition this would be well‐
suited to a standalone gallery. The most significant barrier to this solution would be ADA
accessibility to the second floor gallery.
3) Reduce overall footprint for Mini‐Bowling Alley: By shortening the area along the west wall set
aside for this interactive, a new exhibit nook can be developed to house the Wall of Honor and
associated materials. This could work well since it will be in the same general area as the section
featuring the opening of Fort Campbell in the 1900s.
UPDATE: Bathrooms will be added likely in the rear of the building; bubble diagram has been updated to
reflect this change in exhibition square footage and flow.

Post Office vs. Carnegie Library
Both represent historic landmarks in the downtown section of the Hopkinsville. The library has
significantly less foot & car traffic. It also presents significantly less square footage for exhibitions and
for storage. The post office is uniquely suited to an exhibition space and the vaulted ceilings present an
opportunity for increasing gallery square footage by building lofted exhibition/programming space
above the main floor. If MHHCC is expected to continue as a collecting institution, the need for
adequate storage and exhibition space for the collection should be considered.
UPDATE: Board voted May 10, 2017 to remain in the Post Office building and pursue facilities upgrades.

PLAN OF ACCOMPLISHMENT:
Phased Approach
Phases

Timeframe

Budgeting

Phase 1: PLANNING

Fall 2016 – Summer 2017
(and beyond)

~$15,000 ‐ $20,000

Collections Management
Hire a registrar to oversee the
collections and develop a
storage and management plan.
Collections Audit
Review objects currently on
display and in storage to
determine which ones most
effectively tell the story of
Hopkinsville and pair well with
MHHCC Interpretive Plan

Completed: New Staff Hire
In Progress: Collections Audit &
Gallery Redesign
Ongoing: Facilities Assessment &
Maintenance

Signage
Retractable banners (~$200 ea.)
(Qty. 10‐12)
Fabrication
Additional Temporary Walls
Painting
Muslin
Display mounts
Scriptwriting
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Contract an interpretive script
writer/editor to work with
MHHCC staff and content
experts.

each interpretive section.
Gallery Redesign
Reorganize temporary walls,
display cases, and exhibit objects
to create an improved
interpretive flow within the
exhibition hall. Compose new
exhibition narrative that moves
people through the space
chronologically and highlights
key themes, events, and people.
Facilities Assessment &
Maintenance*
Work on improving lighting and
overall appearance of the main
exhibit hall including lighting,
carpet, and fresh paint job. (*this
work will extend through all
three phases and is not included
in the budget estimates)
Phase 2: DESIGN & BUDGET

Summer 2017 – Summer 2018

~$9,000‐$15,000

Capital Campaign
The primary focus of this phase
is defining the projected costs
and a realistic budget for the full
museum redesign (architecture
& exhibition); identifying
potential partners, donors, and
grant opportunities that can
fund design and fabrication of a
custom exhibition. This includes
corporate sponsors to help with
exhibition funds (ex. Ebonite)
(ideally aim for 10‐20% over your
expected development costs to
cover scope creep and surprises)
See Dependencies

In Progress: RFP development
for Design/Fab contract; Budget
estimates

Evaluation
Evaluation can be done in house
or outsourced
Fundraising Events / Mailings
Depending on fundraising goals,
investments may need to be
made into events or direct
appeal materials.

Request For Proposal (RFP)
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Using the revised interpretive
narrative and flow, evaluation
outcomes, and fundraising
benchmarks as a guide, develop
a request for proposal to be
disseminated to a select number
of exhibit design and fabrication
firms. A preliminary budget
should be included with the RFP.
(Having your script, objects, and
visitor flow clearly defined will
contain costs during design/fab)
Exhibit Evaluation
Conduct evaluation of the
revised interpretive narrative
and flow. Identify what, if
anything, should be changed.
This feedback will be fed back
into the design process with your
exhibit design & fabrication firm.
Phase 3: PRODUCTION
Full Exhibition Redesign,
Fabrication, and Installation
In partnership with a design and
fabrication firm, design a custom
solution for the exhibition hall,
(perhaps including an internal
lofted section towards the rear
that can be used for expanded
exhibition or programming
space.)

Spring 2018 – Winter 2018/19

~$175,000 ‐ $400,000+
Design / Fabrication*
Range per square foot
depending on final scope and
materials. Most interior finishes
can be included with the
facilities upgrade. (new interior
architectural features would
increase this cost significantly.)

*Note: There are variable approaches to exhibition design and fabrication. One approach is piece meal
where MHHCC hires an individual designer to complete schematic drawings, followed by a fabrication
shop to build and install the exhibitry. This approach can be cheaper in terms of contract prices but
requires significant oversight by MHHCC staff. The other approach is an inclusive contract that combines
design and fabrication under one roof. The benefits to this approach include project management
oversight and continuity of vision although the overall cost may be a bit more. It is possible with a
design/fab contract to hit pause after the design phase if further fundraising is required.
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Dependencies
1. MHHCC Facilities Renovation: As plans move forward for architectural upgrades to the facilities,
the projected timeframes outlined above may need to be adjusted to align with building
construction and closures. Ideally, the redesigned and newly fabricated exhibition outlined in
Phase 3 would be installed as the capstone to all building renovations.
2. Fundraising: The final RFP for exhibition design and fabrication should be based in large part on
the amount of money you are able to raise towards its completion. Design firms should be given
a proposed budget range and then develop their recommended approach based on that
number. The larger your budget, the greater your choices in terms of materials, potential new
interactives, and digital media.
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Appendix A: Visitor Evaluation
As of March 4, 2017
















Agriculture: 19
Edgar Cayce: 14
General Comments: 12
Military Exhibit: 10
Trail of Tears Carving: 10
Black History: 8
Miscellaneous: 8
Interactive part of Circus Exhibit: 7
Kelly Green Men: 5
Mail Game / Mailing Postcards in Lobby: 4
Hotel Latham: 2
Switchboard: 2
Post Office / Architecture pieces: 2
Model Train: 2
Pioneer Room: 2

Agriculture: 19
 Impressed with the Tobacco Wars & Civil War displayed & Also Military.
 This is cool!
 The is cool learning about the past of tobacco in Christian Co.
 Good tobacco display
 I like the history of the tobacco burning down by raiders.
 This was fun.
 The tobacco looks cool
 This looks cool
 This is a nice sack of wheat!
 This should be able to open
 My grandpa had one of these.
 This is awesome
 Tobacco War display was very interesting.
 I really like this exhibit. It was really cool.
 Would love a better explanation of the tobacco wars?
 Enjoyed the tobacco & hand tool displays
 I really enjoyed the area. I grew up learning about this stuff.
 I liked the interactive piece! Would be nice to have photos of the steps. [tying a hand of
tobacco]
 1 blank
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Edgar Cayce: 14
 Love this! [take-a-reading basket]
 Very interesting
 Love this exhibit! The camera is amazing! Would love to see some photos taken on this
camera – if I missed them, sorry!
 Why is called the sleeping prophet?
 I really enjoyed this exhibit. I have read a lot about him.
 Feels like an actual step back into time.
 This large camera makes me realize how far we’ve come.
 I think it’s interesting.
 Loved all the Cayce exhibits.
 Great exhibit – I was vaguely familiar with him before – now I will look into him more
deeply.
 I like the copy of the reading and the inspiration cards
 3 blank
General: 12
 Wonderful museum; enjoyed my visit
 Is there any historical information concerning Western State Hospital?
 More light throughout
 Tobacco War newspapers – please blow up so easier to read – very interesting history;
dedication to Military Service Personnel – very nice; Interactive for kids – very creative
 More light throughout
 Better lighting throughout
 Needs to be finished
 We need more interactive stuff [left on piano]
 Great displays; really had fun going through museum [left on circus interactive table]
 Would be nice if everywhere in the whole museum had brighter lighting system. Thank
you!! Nice place. [left in agriculture]
 Good stuff, just disjointed & no flow. Need something hung from ceiling. [left in
agriculture]
 The museum layout is very impressive [left in Cayce exhibit]
Military Exhibit: 10
 This is absolutely beautiful! Most places honor tribute to service members who have
made a *HUGE* difference in history. This reminds us that every service member has
made a sacrifice & was a big deal, role model, &/or inspiration to their family & friends!
Thank you! – Army Veteran
 I love the old muskets
 I have very much enjoyed this exhibit. This a great thing y’all are doing. Thanks a bunch!
 Info on Nathan Bedford Forrest may be politically incorrect.
 I like this exhibit because my great-grandfather Robert L. Rogers has his photo here.
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Like the War Memorial; be nice to add to it.
I love the military/army cumulation. Very nice!
Military exhibit needs to include the Gander crash of ’85. TF 3/502 “Widowmakers” 248
soldiers, 8 crew; worst crash in Canadian history. [left name & phone number]
Like the fact that you honor the veterans
Nice!!

Trail of Tears Carving: 10
 Nice area; needs more light
 Wish there was more info on the Trail of Tears
 Would like to see more work (?) on Trail of Tears
 This must stay on exhibit; beautiful & awful!
 Be able to walk around the exhibit!
 Beautiful carvings. Should have exhibit all its own and be able to see all around it.
 This wooden sculpture is very interesting. Perhaps it could be featured more so with more
of the Trail of Tears events told. Thanks.
 Liked the wood carving. I have never seen anything like it.
 George Floyd wood carving – excellent exhibit; arts & history; should be closer to the
front of the museum.
 It is just amazing
Black History: 8
 As a free mason who is familiar with the local lodge, it fills me with pride and I am
grateful that there is a display on Prince Hall masonry. I would love to see the display in
a more visible place.
 Enjoyed the interesting history and info of Dr. Phillips Brooks and the realistic
interpretation of the black experience and achievements in Hoptown
 What is the history of midwives in this area? Would love to see mention of their work!
 Love this!
 What about Booker T. Washington School?
 This is interesting
 This needs to be given more space
 Dr. Brooks delivered me. My name is Kimberly Dawn Ellis Taylor. I live in
Hopkinsville. Born 6/7/68. Mom said he was a very nice Dr. I love this. Thanks.
Miscellaneous: 8
 I enjoyed seeing the church bell. It actually rang!
 I’m glad someone finally explained these groups! [Odd Fellows]
 My grandpa owned a shoe shop in Somerset. Hall’s Shoe Shop. Memories [painting in
back walkway]
 Should be on the scavenger hunt [adding machine]
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1 blank [Kids Craft Table]
1 blank [Crusader, Mechanical Horse]
This is weird [Bill Boley ventriloquist]
This was the most interesting b/c you can see what the voting actually looked like.
[voting booth]

Interactive part of Circus Exhibit: 7
 Love this display; mirror is cool.
 The photo booth was cool
 Super neat mirror! Love the reflection
 3 blank; 1 illegible
Kelly Green Men: 5
 Love this
 Would love to see even more about this part of the town’s history
 Like the Green Men story
 This is my favorite because it’s fun and unique; also enjoyed the African American
history exhibit.
 The Kelly exhibit seems neat!
Mail Game / Mailing Postcards in Lobby: 4
 Love this idea. Very cool advertising!! [mailing postcards]
 What a nice idea! I like this [mailing postcards]
 I like how you can see how the postal office workers felt.
 The mail game was awesome.

Hotel Latham: 2
 I love this!
 Cool
Switchboard: 2
 Love this old switchboard
 I want to touch this; it looks cool. [switchboard]
Post Office / Architecture pieces: 2
 My favorite exhibit
 1 blank on column capital
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Model Train: 2
 No comments
Pioneer Room: 2
 We don’t like this exhibit because it spooks us.
 Rug needs to be fixed before people trip.
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Appendix B: Community Focus Groups
Exercise 1: Classified Ad
Step 1: Compose your headline/hook (What/Who is PAM?)
Step 2: Compose your pitch (What does PAM represent for the city? Who is this place for?)
Step 3: Explore the Museum floor and pick an object that you feel best represents this classified ad.
What did you pick and why?

1

Headline
Visit this local museum to
learn about the history of this
town.

Pitch
Whether you’re born & raised
here or are a recent
transplant, the PAM will help
you discover the rich legacy
that permeates our soil,
buildings, and people. Hear
the stories that weave the
fabric of our community as
you experience bygone eras
throughout the museum floor.
Ever wonder what “the good
ole days” looked like? Come
experience life as it once was
at the Pennyroyal Area
Museum. Be transported into
the past as you walk through
the exhibits

2

PAM brings the Pennyroyal
rich past to the present

3

History has been made!
PAM has the details!

More than 200 years of that
history gathered here. Who
first settled in this area? Who
fought on what side of the
civil war? Wo owned the first
automobile? PAM has the
answers to your questions.

4

Find our history at the
Pennyroyal Area Museum

Locals & visitors alike will
enjoy traveling through time
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Object
Wall of Heroes
Not only does it show the
many faces of local residents,
it also connects many of the
transplants to our area.

Tobacco [illegible]
The tobacco industry
“defined” our community for
over 175 years. Probably the
#1 industry for most of that
time. It was so prevalent that
tobacco impacted all aspects
of our lives, even our
language.
Trail of Tears carving
Depicts early on in our history
how this town experienced,
or shared in the history of our
nation. The Trail of Tears
made an impact not only on
the lives of the Cherokee
Native Americans but other
citizens as well. This log is a
reminder for everyone passing
through of our nation’s
struggles.
Dark Tobacco; Night Riders
and the role tobacco played
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to learn about our colorful
traditions & cultures that
shaped who we are today.
At the Pennyroyal Area
Museum you can see history
come alive. Find out what life
was like during the turbulent
Black Patch Wars. Experience
eras gone by and learn who
influenced generations.
Learn about the past, present,
and unique diversity that
exists and contributes to the
world as one.

5

Step back in time as a black
patch tobacco farmer!

6

Come find out who you are.
PAM will show how we got to
today.

7

Sharing the stories of our
community

Pennyroyal Area Museum is
the place to come to connect
with the past, present, and
future stories of the
Hopkinsville Community. PAM
represents our legacy.

8

Treasure Trove of History

Come one! Come all! Learn
about Hopkinsville history
through objects and stories of
our collective past.
‐ Many aspects; many layers
‐ “Hidden gems” or nuggets
of information about local
history
‐ What makes us unique as
a community and what

MHHCC Interpretive Plan

Edger Cayce artifacts; Our
colorful psychic.
Tobacco Wars display
The tobacco wars, and
agriculture itself has been an
important part of this regions
history & development.

Photo of Aaron McNeil House
(Good Shepherd Church)
Hopkinsville IS a diverse
community, though that is
not always celebrated. Aaron
McNeil tells the story of a
horrible past (slavery,
segregation), a way forward
(Good Shepherd meeting
needs of black community),
celebrations (integration), & a
new way forward (current A.
McNeil)
The Night Rider mask.
As a child this object used to
frighten me, but as an adult it
represents the strong beliefs
of a group of individuals in our
area who wanted more for
their families than the status
quo. Our community is striving
to better itself like these
people so this object is much
more than face value.
Carnival horse (mechanical)
Legacy, children, diversity,
celebration, play, joy
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9

Pennyroyal Area Museum rich
in historical artifacts (art &
facts)
PAM: People And Mysteries of
the past

10

The story of the Pennyrile
starts here: Pennyroyal Area
Museum

11

PAM – Explosion
Hopkinsville, KY
Community Welcome

12

Pennyroyal Area Museum
The Open Door to the Future

13

Past to Present: Highlighting
the History of Hoptown

MHHCC Interpretive Plan

ties us to larger
stories/events?
Rich in history that continue
to change with the times,
revealing its mysteries to the
young and old alike. Rich in
local and neighboring Fort
Campbell Facts.
The rich history of Hoptown
comes alive here with stories
of the past. Discover the
people & places that helped
shape this community.
Do you know who founded
Hopkinsville? Do you know
which famous prognosticator
called Hopkinsville home? Do
you know who the Hoppers
are? For an introduction to the
rich history of Hopkinsville and
its surrounding community,
visit the Pennyroyal Area
Museum and learn these
answers and so many more
historical details that tell the
story of our Pennyrile Region.
A place for all to enrich the
soul with stories from our
past. PAM creates an inviting
environment for school groups
or businesses to explore our
areas color past, so we can
create a better future.

Your presence is needed to
see Hoptown grow for the
future. Persons of all ages will
benefit from a visit.

Edgar Cayce’s photographs
(bible crossed out)

Tin barns – memories from
the past; still used today; they
represent play and work.

Cayce; Edward Breathitt; Civil
Rights; Community College

Tobacco Wars
It’s a piece of history that is
specific to our area and
culture. It demonstrates how
engrained agriculture is in the
lives of our citizens and
demonstrates a time of
hardship and change that
shaped our social and
economic fabric.
Edgar Cayce
The Sleeping Prophet best
suits this ad connecting
people the future growth of
Hopkinsville
Tobacco
As a cash crop it also goes
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14

Pennyroyal Area Museum
Positively A Marvelous place
to preserve our past

Re‐discover the past and
engage in the mysteries,
adventures and lives of those
who came before. Pennyroyal
Area Museum is for all, young
and old, versed in history and
new to the area.

with the theme of growth; the
tobacco wars also tie into the
rich agricultural tradition of
this region.
The Freak
Photograph of Milk poured
down the gutter
Cigar tray
(interesting and graphic
artifacts)

Exercise 2: Tell Us a Story
Step 1: Explore the museum floor and pick an object that you find particularly interesting.
Step 2: Describe that object. What was it about the object that attracted you to it?
Step 3: Ask a question. What question does this object spark in your mind?
Step 4: Tell us a story. Explore this object and the section you found it in. What story can you tell us
about this object? (It can be personal, historical, whimsical…)

1

2

Object
Trail of Tears log

Description
Texture of the
wood; color &
dimension; details
in the faces

Question
When will we ever
learn? (standing
rock)

Egyptian Bust in
Edgar Cayce display

Very regal and it
appears out of
place. It’s unique in
relation to the
museum and the
display and it
incites my curiosity.
Why is it there?
What was the
connection to E.
Cayce?

What was Edgar
Cayce’s connection
to Egypt?
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Story
Trail of Tears were a series of
forced relocations of native
peoples from East of the
Mississippi to the Indian
Territories. One of these
marches passed through
Hopkinsville and the Museum
sits along this trail. Two chiefs
died here and are celebrated
each year in September.
On the eve of Edgar Cayce’s
33rd birthday, he had a dream.
He dreamed of the Great
Pyramids of Egypt and the
Egyptian Diety Amen Ra – who
told him that he was a direct
ancestor of a sacred line of
Egyptian healers. Amen Ra told
Edgar that whenever he called
on his Egyptian ancestry, they
would near his prayers and
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3

Post Office Column
Mold

4

Adler Organ

5

Plaster mold for
column capital

6

Wall of Honor

MHHCC Interpretive Plan

Mold used to
create the design
on the post office
columns. It
attracted me
because it’s the
original mold but
wasn’t discovered
until 2000 so it was
on the grounds for
almost 100 years
unknown & it’s in
such good
condition
The fact that it’s by
itself and made
(labled) Louisville,
KY

How did it
function? How did
it get preserved?

Dirty, size, detail,
historic,
architectural,
something you
typically see far
away – now up
close, beautify,
craftsmanship,
grandeur,
prosperity of
community

Who made this?
Where did it come
from? What was
this building used
for? Why is only
one side
carved/detailed?
What was
Hopkinsville like
when the building
was constructed?

The faces of the

come to his aid. Edgar bought
and kept the Egyptian bust as a
reminder of this message.
The mold is in the section with
the blue prints. It just makes
me imagine the artisan who
created it and the time & work
that went into developing it
and the care & craftsmanship
that went into the building.
[references old installation]

Who owned this?
Why is it important
to our area? Was it
for home or
commercial use?

Are there friendes

As a child I remembered my
grandmother had an adler
organ, it was sold at auction so
I wonder, could this be hers?
Like the placement of this
object, I believe there are many
other items that need to have
the story brought out of the
shadows so people understand
their importance to our area.
Artists created (& left in attic)
plaster mold as form for
column capitals on building.
Building served as post office: a
gathering place, transfer of
information, open and
accessible to all, way of
life/quality of life in
Hopkinsville, pride in
community.
[Other notes: Amish
Community / Mennonites;
continues traditions that used
to be common for all.]
Service members years ago
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community that
have served or are
serving in the
military

and family living
today here in
Hoptown that are
tied to these men
& women?
Where in
Hopkinsville could
people go to see a
non‐moving picture
show? Were they
set to music? Did
people have
dialogue? How did
this work to
develop into film?

7

Stereopticon

It is an early slide
projector which
looks like a lantern
on a tripod and
dates back to the
1850s. It interested
me because I love
art and film and my
family viewed
photos on slides.

8

Wooden Casket

9

Hotel Latham Cash
Register

There was one for
an adult and a
child; The lock on
the larger casket –
caskets are still
locked today; The
hinged casket I saw
of a friend about
three years ago
used for a petite
lady
It displays the
beauty of buildings
and decor from
years past. Very
ornate.

How was the
service? Was it on
par with hotels like
the Waldorf‐
Astoria, etc.?

10

Trail of Tears Log

Carved from a
single log, it depicts
Cherokee Indians
forced march to
Oklahoma.
Fascinated with
Native American
history and culture.
Appreciate the
creativity & skill

What was life like
here at that time?
What was the
area’s political
climate? How did
the residents
respond/react? Did
local government
support or oppose
this.
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The control of
funeral directors,
or the safety of
decomposing
bodies for society
today.

were told to enlist. Had no
choice. This was called the
draft. You would not believe
these men were told to fight &
where.
I grew up without television
and for entertainment spent
many summer nights at the
movies. The idea of watching a
community “viewfinder” is
interesting and I just wonder
how the slides were augmented
or connected or if there was
only individual experience with
it or communal – like building a
story for all to understand.
A friend was entombed in a
casket like this also painted
black. The obituary of the
service is somewhat dire today.
The [bonnet?] is today of the
Amish faith.

My wife and I arrived to check‐
in at the Hotel Latham and
were greeted by the most
complementary staff. The
ornate cash register caught my
eye as I paid for our stay.
The Cherokees were forced off
the lands and made to walk
100s of miles to their new
home in OK. Many lives were
lost to disease, exhaustion &
starvation.
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11

Jerry

12

The Holy Bible of
Edgar Cayce’s
great‐grandfather
Charles Major
(1775‐1857)

13

[almost chose cloak
with eye in Odd
Fellows exhibit]
Military Display
[when told to go
somewhere with a
personal
connection, I
immediately went
to this display.
(spouse is active
duty army).]

14

General Order No
17, May 5, 1863
Take “Oath of
Allegiance” Union
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required to create
this.
His eyes, Jerry
seems to be
smirking at
everyone who
walks down the
aisle, like he is
waiting for one
person to stop and
talk to him.
This bible is quite
small, the leather
bound book shows
its wear and that
reveals its
construction –
linens threads
sewed into spine,
etc.
Had a hard time
choosing one
object because I
had so many
questions about
the display. I have a
working knowledge
of Camp Campbell
(from the Ft.
Campbell Museum)
but felt that the
display assumed I
had knowledge I
don’t. It references
Camp Campbell but
there is no relation
to Ft. Campbell of
today.
15” x 20” photo
replica of the actual
order. The words
used in the order
that evidences the

How are they
connected to our
area?

Bill Boley grew up in a small
town and made a habit of
imagining friends that grew into
a profitable business traveling
all over. Jerry is the touchable
persona of those friends from
long ago.

How was the use of
this bible by E.
Cayce’s great‐
grandfather
influenced the life
of Cayce?

This little bible and its extreme
use reveal how the information
inside this little book was
passed on through family—
impacting each member one by
one. How special it became to E
Cayce as he learns of his special
gift.

I vaguely
remember hearing
that Christian
County changed
hands during the
Civil War. Was it
Union here? The
display had several
union artifacts AND
ad confederate
uniform, with no
explanation.

The yarn – I imagine this
woman as a genuine caring
person who really wanted to
contribute to the war effort. I
imagine she wasn’t a great
cook & to the war effort. I
imagine she wasn’t a great
cook & was squeamish around
blood, so knitting was her
contribution. I’d ask—what can
I contribute to today’s suffering
with the gifts I have?

How was this order
received by the
citizens it affected?
How many families
here were broken

The Civil War was the most
serious crisis our country forced
and we almost didn’t survive as
a nation. Every family in our
community and country was
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by 06/01/63 or be
deported south and
if found within
Union lines later,
put to death.
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crisis in our
community and the
nation

up because of the
order? How many
families lost
fathers, husbands,
and sons?

impacted.
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Appendix C: Board Activity
Step 1: Spend a few minutes exploring the museum floor. Which three objects do you believe most
effectively tell the story of Hopkinsville and Christian County? Briefly explain why.
Respondent
Respondent 1

Object 1
EC camera
represents his
profession
(Cayce)
Tobacco
Rich farming
community; Huge
economic aspect for
community; How does
this translate into $$ in
today’s economy
(economics/industry)

Object 2
Night Rider mask
portrays the NR era
1906‐11
(historical)
Attucks High School –
science club photo
(1961)
Studious, attentive,
young, eager, positive
image
(community)

Object 3
Horse
so many local children
have ridden it
(nostalgia)
EC reading for his wife
(Cayce)

*more space for Little
Green Men

EC exhibit
Probably the biggest
draw for visitors from
outside the region
(Cayce)

Tobacco Wars
Significant to local and
American history
(historical)

Respondent 4

EC exhibit

Black History

African American
History
Represents a large
segment of the local
population
(community)
Agriculture

Respondent 2

Respondent 3

Step 2: If there was one object or display that you would want to see removed from the exhibit floor,
which would it be and why?
Respondent
Respondent 1
Respondent 2
Respondent 3

Respondent 4
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Display
Either one of the square grand pianos; One would tell the story.
Pianos – is there a story? A Hopkinsville connection?
Circus – local that liked the circus? Is it connected to Hopkinsville story?
Circus exhibit – I realize the significance of the contribution to the museum;
however, it should only be a temporary exhibit. It really does not tell the
story of Hopkinsville.
Paper Cutter & Stereopticon; Bill Boley Ventriloquist; Circus
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Appendix D: Exhibition Bubble Diagrams
[MHHCC_InterpretiveFloorplan_BathRear]

MHHCC Interpretive Plan
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EDGAR
CAYCE

58 inches wide (from west wall)
69 inches from back wall at base

CRAFT
CULTURE

It curves outward to 89 inches
from the back wall, but that
happens above my head. I didn’t
think to measure how high the
curve occurs.

CIVIL
WAR

SLAVERY

TRADE & INDUSTRY
(1800s - ~1910)

SETTLERS &
FOUNDERS

MINIBOWLING
ALLEY
(long-term)
TRADE &
INDUSTRY
(~1910-1950s+)

NATIVE
PEOPLES

AGRICULTURE,
TOBACCO,
CORN, & WHEAT

SEGREGATION &
CIVIL RIGHTS ERA

HOPTOWN
YESTERDAY &
TODAY

ALTERNATE
FLOORING

KIDS
CORNER
(SEATING &
ACTIVITIES)

CREDITS &
SPONSORS

CIRCUS +
INTERACTIVE

ADMINSTRATION OFFICE

GALLERY
ENTRANCE

STORAGE

BATHROOM

SERVICE &
HONOR

WHAT’S IN
A NAME

THE POST OFFICE &
INTRO TO HOPTOWN
C. 1915

MUSEUM
STORE

MUSEUM
ORIENTATION
MUSEUM
ENTRANCE

COMMUNITY
CURATED SPACES

P.O. (cont.)

COMMUNITY
CURATED SPACES

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

LOCAL NOTABLES

INTRO
+ THE LAND

STORAGE

LAFAYETTE
POST OFFICE

STAIRS

TRAIL OF TEARS

